Can infants detect that an object has magically disappeared, broken apart or changed color while briefly hidden? Recent research suggests that infants detect some but not other 'impossible' changes; and that various contextual manipulations can induce infants to detect changes they would not otherwise detect. We present an account that includes three systems: a physical-reasoning, an object-tracking, and an objectrepresentation system. What impossible changes infants detect depends on what object information is included in the physical-reasoning system; this information becomes subject to a principle of persistence, which states that objects can undergo no spontaneous or uncaused change. What contextual manipulations induce infants to detect impossible changes depends on complex interplays between the physical-reasoning system and the object-tracking and object-representation systems.
Change violations and cognitive development
The study of change blindness -the inability to notice changes when they occur during a brief visual disruptionhas a long history in the field of infant cognition, and encompasses two broad lines of research. In one, infants are presented with a series of static arrays, and investigators examine whether infants detect salient changes between arrays [1] [2] [3] . In the other, infants are presented with physical events in which objects become briefly hidden, and researchers ask whether infants notice 'impossible' changes, or change violations, that occur while the objects are out of sight [4] [5] [6] . In this review, we focus on this second line of research.
Investigations of infants' ability to detect change violations have addressed several related questions. First, what change violations can infants detect when shown a single event involving few objects? For example, can infants detect that an object has magically disappeared, broken apart or changed color [7, 8] ? Second, can infants who fail to detect a change violation be induced to do so through contextual manipulations [9, 10] ? Third, how does infants' performance deteriorate under more challenging conditions: for example, when the event unfolds rapidly, when the number of objects in the event is increased or when multiple events are shown simultaneously [11, 12] ? The answers to these questions have proven remarkably intricate, and are helping to shed light on the various cognitive systems that underlie infants' responses of to events.
In this review, we focus on the first two questions (see Box 1 for an overview of the third). Research on the first question -what change violations do infants spontaneously detect? -has helped us formulate an account of the physical-reasoning system of infants [13] [14] [15] . Research on the second question -can infants be induced through contextual manipulations to detect change violations they do not spontaneously detect? -is leading us to explore possible links between the physical-reasoning system and two other systems suggested by findings in the adult and infant visual cognition literature: the objecttracking system [16] [17] [18] , and another system we term the object-representation system [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Together, these research efforts suggest that at least three different systems -the object-tracking, object-representation and physical-reasoning systems -are needed to fully explain infants' responses to change violations. In what follows, we briefly outline this three-system account, and then review some of the evidence that supports it.
A three-system account Consider the following situation: infants see a rigid cover standing next to a toy on an apparatus floor; an experimenter lifts the cover, lowers it over the toy and then lifts it again. Do infants detect that the toy has disappeared, or changed size, shape, pattern or color? To answer these questions, we must first consider how infants would represent the event. Below is a description of this process (see Figure 1) .
When infants notice the cover and toy, their objecttracking system assigns an index to each object, based on the available spatiotemporal information [16] (because the cover and toy occupy different locations in space, they are readily perceived as separate objects). Each index functions as an index finger or pointer that 'sticks' to its object and tracks it as it moves. In our simple event, the object-tracking system has no difficulty establishing a continuous trace for each object: it knows at all times where each object is located, although the toy is hidden part of the time [18] .
As soon as indexes are assigned to the cover and toy, infants' object-representation system begins to build a detailed representation of each object, listing various features. Each object representation is bound to its index [16] so that infants can keep track of the properties of each object. A variety of segregation, recognition and categorization processes can operate on the representations, to include additional information or to highlight particular information [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . For example, infants might use information from previous encounters with the cover (or similar covers) to determine that it is a cover rather than a block.
As the experimenter lifts the cover, infants' physicalreasoning system also becomes involved. The physicalreasoning system is a causal-reasoning system that monitors physical events as they unfold [14, 15] . As the event progresses, the physical-reasoning system builds a specialized physical representation of the event. All of the information included in this representation becomes subject to infants' core knowledge [28, 29] . This knowledge includes a principle of persistence, which states that an object can undergo no spontaneous or uncaused change in the course of an event: objects are expected to persist, with all of their physical properties, in time and space [14, 30] .
When building their physical representation, infants first represent the basic information about the event, which comprises both spatiotemporal and identity information. The spatiotemporal information specifies how many objects are involved in the event, and how their arrangement changes as the event unfolds. The identity information provides categorical or ontological information about each object, such as whether it is self-or non-self-propelled [31, 32] and whether it is closed or open (e.g. is the object open at the top to form a container, open at the bottom to form a cover, or open at both ends to form a tube? [15, 33] ).
After infants have represented the basic information about the event, they use this information to categorize the event [15, [34] [35] [36] [37] (e.g. if the cover is lowered over the toy, infants categorize the event as a covering event; if the cover is lowered in front of the toy, they categorize it as an occlusion event). Infants then tap their knowledge of the event category selected, which lists the variables that have been identified as relevant for predicting outcomes in the category [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] (for a description of how variables are identified, see Refs [43, 44] ). A variable both calls infants' attention to a certain type of information in an event, and provides a causal rule for interpreting this information. For example, in covering events the variable height calls infants' attention to the relative heights of the cover and object, and specifies that the object can become fully hidden under the cover if it is shorter but not taller than the cover.
After infants have determined which variable information they need to include in their physical representation of an event, they gather this information, either directly from the event if the objects are still visible or by querying the object-representation system if not. In either case, variable information is then included in the physical representation of the event and interpreted in accord with the variable rule and core principles. Events that do not unfold as expected are flagged as violations.
As in the object-representation system, the basic and variable information about each object in the physicalreasoning system is bound to its index, so that infants can keep track of the properties of each object. A crucial point here is that the information about an object in the physical-reasoning system might constitute only a small subset of the information about the same object in the object-representation system.
What change violations can infants detect?
Basic and variable change violations Let us now return to our example: a cover is lowered over a toy and then lifted. What change violations should infants be able to detect (see Box 2)?
Our account predicts that change violations that involve only basic information (or basic change violations) should be detected early, because even young infants would include this basic information in their physical representation of the event. Thus, young infants should detect a violation when the cover is lifted to reveal no toy, and results confirm this prediction [15] (Figure 2 ).
By contrast, change violations that involve variable information (or variable change violations) should be detected only if infants have included information about the variables in their physical representation of the event. Thus, infants who have identified height, width, shape, pattern and color as covering variables should include information about these variables in their physical representation of the event, and hence should detect changes involving these variables. Conversely, infants who have not yet identified these variables should be blind to all such changes: when the cover is lifted to reveal a toy that differs in height, width, shape, pattern or color from the original toy, infants should give no evidence that they detect the change.
Box 1. Detecting change violations under more challenging conditions
The present review focuses on infants' ability to detect a change violation in a single event involving few objects. As might be expected, the infants' performance often deteriorates under more challenging conditions. Below are two examples.
Increasing the number of objects in the event
In a recent experiment [11] , 10.5-month-olds saw two dolls being placed on an apparatus floor. Next, a screen was raised to hide the dolls, and a distractor glided across the apparatus, passing briefly in front of the screen. After the distractor exited the apparatus, the screen was lowered to reveal either one or two dolls. Infants looked reliably longer at the one-doll outcome when the distractor consisted of a single object (four connected beads) but not four separate objects. These results suggest that infants could not form a coherent physical representation of the event when the total number of objects (i.e. two dolls, one screen and four separate beads) exceeded the number of indexes available [16, 18, 46, 47] .
Increasing the number of events In a series of experiments, infants were shown two occlusion events side by side: one toy disappeared behind a first screen and a different toy then disappeared behind a second screen. Results indicated that, at 4 months, infants detected a violation if both screens were lifted simultaneously to reveal the two toys behind the same screen but not in the reverse locations [48] . At 6.5 months, infants detected a violation if the two screens were lifted to reveal the two toys in the reverse locations; however, this success seemed to depend on their keeping track of the toy hidden behind the second screen only [49] . Finally, at 9 months, infants kept track of the toy hidden behind each screen and thus detected a violation if the first screen was lifted to reveal the wrong toy [12] . These results suggest that location binding poses special difficulties for young infants. In time, perhaps with neurological maturation [12, 48, 49] , infants begin to overcome these difficulties, and succeed in binding the information about each event to its proper location.
Evidence for this analysis comes from experiments focusing on the variable height in covering events, which is identified at 12 months [15, 44] . As predicted, 12-month-olds look reliably longer when shown a change violation in which a short object becomes much taller when briefly hidden under a tall cover, whereas 11-month-olds are blind to this change [5] (Figure 3 ). This blindness does not stem from a fundamental inability to encode, store or maintain information about the relative heights of the cover and object -this information is listed in the object-representation system -but rather from a failure to include the information in the physical-reasoning system.
Event category effects with variable change violations
Because infants learn separately about each event category, and because sometimes months separate the identification of the same variable in different event categories (primarily due to lack of exposure), infants who detect a variable change violation in one event category can fail to detect a similar violation in another category. For example, at 4.5 to 5 months of age, infants detect a shape change if a box changes into a ball when passing behind a narrow screen that is only slightly larger than the box [7] . However, they do not detect a shape change if a clear box containing beads is buried in one location in a sandbox and a mesh ball containing a bell is Figure 1 . Schematic diagram of three systems involved in infants' representation of a simple physical event. In the example used here, a rigid cover first stands next to a toy. According to the account described in the text, the object-tracking system first assigns an index to each object, and uses these indexes to track the cover and toy as they move. The object-representation system then builds a detailed representation of each object, listing various features (e.g. features a to z stand for height, width, shape, pattern and so on). As the cover is lifted and lowered over the toy, the physical-reasoning system begins to build a physical representation of the event. First to be represented is the basic information about the event, which includes spatiotemporal information about the number and arrangement of the objects, and identity information about each object (e.g. is the object self-propelled or not, and closed or not?). The basic information is then used to categorize the event. Next, infants access their knowledge of the category selected, which specifies the variables that have been identified as relevant for predicting outcomes in that event category; information about each variable is then included in the physical representation. If the physical-reasoning system cannot obtain information about a variable directly from the event, it can query the object-representation system for it; for example, here information about feature n is retrieved from the object-representation system and included in the physical-reasoning system. If a feature has been primed and rendered salient in the object-representation system, information about this feature can be passed on to the physical-reasoning system even if not requested; for example, here information about highlighted FEATURE T is passed on to the physical-reasoning system. Any variable information included in the physical-reasoning system is interpreted in accord with the variable rules (if available) and with infants' core knowledge, which includes a principle of persistence.
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then retrieved from the same location [4] . Presumably, infants identify the variable shape in occlusion events before they do so in 'burial' events because they are infrequently exposed to the latter events.
Other experiments examined infants' ability to detect the same change to the same object in different event categories. As predicted, infants detected the change only when they had identified the variable as relevant for the event category (Box 3). Some of these experiments ( [5] ; Figure 3 ) involved the variable height, which is identified at 3.5 months in occlusion events [45] , 7.5 months in containment events [36, 37] , 12 months in covering events [15, 44] and 14 months in tube events [15] . Results showed that 11-month-olds detected a change to the height of an object that was briefly hidden behind but not under a cover, and 12.5-month-olds detected a change to the height of an object that was briefly hidden under a cover but not inside a tube (for reviews of additional experiments showing event category effects with variable violations see Refs [14, 30] ).
Can infants be induced to detect change violations?
Priming effects According to our three-system account, the physicalreasoning system can query the object-representation system for variable information about the objects in an event. Under usual circumstances, the object-representation system provides only information about queried variables; because variables not yet identified are unlikely to be queried, information about these variables is typically not passed on to the physical-reasoning system. However, what if contextual manipulations were used to render information about an unidentified variable highly salient in the object-representation system? This information might then be passed on to the physical-reasoning system. Once included in the physical representation of the event, the information would become subject to the persistence Figure 2 . Examples of basic change violations [15] . Top row: A gloved hand holds a cover over a toy duck (the cover is rotated in previous familiarization trials to enable infants to inspect its hollow interior). The hand lowers the cover over the duck, slides the cover to the right, and finally lifts and rotates it. Infants aged 2.5 to 3 months look reliably longer when the duck is absent than present at the end of the event, suggesting that they detect the magical disappearance of the duck. Bottom row: The gloved hand lowers the cover over the duck, and slides the cover behind the left half of a screen slightly taller than the duck. Next, the hand lifts the cover above the screen, moves it to the right, lowers it behind the right half of the screen, slides it past the screen, and finally lifts and rotates it. Infants aged 2.5 to 3 months look reliably longer when the duck is present than absent at the end of the event, suggesting that they detect the magical appearance of the duck (they realize it should have been left behind the left half of the screen).
Box 2. Superficial changes or change violations?
Most of the research reviewed here uses the violation-of-expectation method, which relies on infants' tendency to look longer at events that violate, as opposed to confirm, their expectations [50] . With change violations, the following interpretational question arises: when infants look reliably longer at a change than at a nochange event, do they do so because they notice a perceptual change or because they implicitly recognize that the change is inconsistent with their physical knowledge? Converging evidence from other conditions and tasks can help address this issue. Below are two examples from experiments with covering events.
At 2.5 to 3 months, infants look reliably longer (i) when a cover is lowered over a toy duck, slid to the side, and then lifted to reveal no duck as opposed to the duck; and (ii) when a cover is lowered over a toy duck, slid behind the left half of a screen slightly taller than the duck, lifted above the screen, moved to the right, lowered behind the right half of the screen, slid past the screen, and finally lifted to reveal the duck as opposed to no duck [15] (see Figure 2) . Together, these results make clear that infants are not simply noticing a superficial change from a duck to no duck; rather, they are reasoning about the displacement of the duck and detecting its magical disappearance or appearance.
At 12 months, infants not only look reliably longer when a short object becomes much taller after being briefly hidden under a tall cover [5] (Figure 3 ), but also search for a tall object under a tall as opposed to a short cover [44] , and they look reliably longer when a short cover is lowered over a tall object until it becomes fully hidden [15] . Younger, 11-month-old infants fail all of these tasks [5, 15, 44] . Together, these results suggest that 12-month-olds expect an object to retain its height when under a cover, and respond accordingly in both violation-of-expectation and action tasks.
principle of the infants, enabling them immediately to detect change violations involving the information.
Evidence for these speculations comes from seminal experiments by Wilcox and Chapa [10] , who primed 7.5-month-olds to detect a color change in an occlusion event (color is not identified as an occlusion variable until 11.5 months [7] ). After receiving three pairs of priming trials in which green cups were used to pound pegs and red cups were used to pour salt, infants detected a change violation when shown a test event in which a green ball became red when passing behind a narrow screen. Our interpretation of these results is that the priming trials rendered the colors green and red highly salient in the object-representation system; as a result, information about the color of the balls was more likely to be passed on to the physicalreasoning system. Once included, the color information became subject to the persistence principle, and the event was flagged as a violation: given the relative sizes of the screen and ball, only one ball could be hidden behind the screen at one time; if the ball was green when it went behind the screen, it could not be red when it came out. Control results supported this interpretation: when the screen was wide enough to hide two balls, infants no longer viewed the event as a change violation (for reviews of additional priming experiments, see Refs [14, 30] ).
Carry-over effects
According to our three-system account, when watching an event, infants assign indexes to the objects in the event, and use these indexes to keep track of the objects as they move. Recent research has revealed an important function for this tracking process [9] : when infants see a sequence of Box 3. Sparser object representations in the physical-reasoning system According to the indexing account offered by Leslie, Scholl and their colleagues [16, 18] , although indexes are assigned based on spatiotemporal information, featural information can then be bound to the indexes, enabling infants to detect violations involving this information. This account has much in common with our own: in particular, both assume that (i) infants' representation of an object in an event can fail to include information about one or more features of the object; and (ii) this featural information can nevertheless be available in a different system (a 'feature map' in the indexing account; the object-representation system in our account).
Nevertheless, there exists at least one crucial difference between the two accounts: whereas the indexing account assumes that all featural information bound to an index is used when reasoning about an event, our account does not. We distinguish between the rich object representations of the object-representation system, and the potentially much sparser object representations of the physical-reasoning system. This distinction is essential to make sense of event category effects: if infants use whatever information is bound to an index when reasoning about an event, it becomes difficult to explain why they can detect a surreptitious change to an object in one event, but fail to detect the same change to the same object in another event.
Why is the physical-reasoning system designed this way? Why does it not simply use the rich representations formed by the objectrepresentation system? One possible answer has to do with learning [14, 43, 44] . When faced with unexplained contrastive outcomes in an event category (e.g. an object under a cover is sometimes fully and sometimes only partly hidden), the physical-reasoning system searches for and eventually identifies the variable that helps predict these outcomes (e.g. the object becomes fully hidden when it is shorter but not taller than the cover). From that point on, information about the variable (e.g. height) is regularly included when representing events from the category, as demonstrated by the successful performance of infants in violation-of-expectation and action tasks involving the variable [43, 44] . If information about all variables were included from the start for all events, infants would have an impossible task of sorting through all of this information. Instead, in each event category, variables are added one by one, as their predictive power becomes clear. Figure 3 . Examples of event category effects [5] . Top row: A gloved hand rotates a cover standing next to a short toy, to enable infants to inspect the hollow interior of the cover. Next, the hand lowers the cover in front of the toy, thus producing an occlusion event. Finally, the hand lifts the cover to reveal a much taller toy. At 11 months, infants detect the surreptitious change to the height of the toy, because they already have identified height as an occlusion variable [35, 36, 44] and thus include height information in their physical representation of the event. Middle row: In this event, the cover is lowered over the toy, to produce a covering event. Because height is not identified as a covering variable until 12 months [15, 43] , 11-month-olds now fail to detect the change to the height of the toy, but 12.5-month-olds succeed in doing so. Bottom row: In this event, the cover is replaced with a tube (identical to the cover with its top removed), which is lowered over the toy. Because height is not identified as a tube variable until 14 months [15] , 12.5-month-olds now fail to detect the change to the height of the toy.
two distinct events involving the same objects, and the tracking system can unambiguously track the objects from the first to the second event, the variable information included in the physical representation of the first event is carried over en bloc to that of the second event. Such a strategy is extremely efficient: why go through the effortful process of gathering variable information about the objects in the second event, when they are clearly the same as in the first event?
The carry-over of variable information is particularly advantageous for infants in situations where they first see an event in which a variable has been identified, followed by an event in which the variable has not yet been identified. Information about the variable is then carried over, fortuitously, from the physical representation of the first event to that of the second event. Once included, the variable information becomes subject to the persistence principle, enabling infants to detect violations they would not otherwise have been able to detect.
The initial evidence for carry-over effects came from experiments [9] (Figure 4 ) in which we attempted to induce infants to detect an interaction violation involving height information in a covering event (in interaction violations, the respective properties of the objects involved make their interaction impossible). These experiments built on previous findings that the variable height is identified at 3.5 months in occlusion events, but only at 12 months in covering events. After watching a short cover being placed in front of a tall toy, 8-month-olds detected a violation when the cover was lowered over the toy until it became fully hidden. According to our account, height information was included in the physical representation of the first, occlusion event; because the object-tracking system could establish continuous traces for the cover and toy from the first to the second event, this height information was then carried over to the physical representation of the second, covering event, enabling infants to detect the violation in the event four months before they would normally have done so. A control experiment supported this interpretation: infants no longer detected the violation in the covering event if the short cover was first placed next to (rather than in front of) the tall toy [9] .
In a final experiment [9] , the short cover was placed in front of a short toy (fully hiding it) before being lowered over the tall toy. This short toy was either perceptually similar to the tall toy, or different in color. Infants detected the violation in the covering event in the first case but not the latter, pointing to a possible subtle interplay between the object-tracking, object-representation and physicalreasoning systems. (For preliminary experiments showing carry-over effects with change violations, see Ref. [14] .)
Concluding remarks
The research reviewed here suggests that infants do not need to learn that objects cannot spontaneously appear or disappear, break apart or coalesce, or change size, shape, pattern or color: from an early age, infants interpret events in accord with a principle of persistence, which deems all such changes impossible. However, whether infants actually succeed in detecting an impossible change in an event depends on whether they have included the necessary information in their physical representation of the event Figure 4 . Examples of carry-over effects [9] . Top row: After seeing a short cover being placed in front of a tall toy, 8-month-olds detect a violation if the cover is next lowered over the toy until it becomes fully hidden. If infants see the covering event alone, or if they see the short cover being placed next to, instead of in front of, the toy, they do not detect this violation until 12 months [9, 15] . Bottom row: The same carry-over effect is observed if the short cover is placed in front of a short toy and then lowered over the tall toy, as long as the short and tall toys are greatly similar. If the short and tall toys differ in color, infants no longer detect the violation in the covering event [9] .
Box 4. Questions for future research
What basic identity information (beyond self-or non-self-propelled, and open or closed) do infants obligatorily encode about objects? Do infants show evidence of encoding this information in simple action tasks and in tasks that require detecting change or interaction violations, as suggested by our account? We have suggested that the object-representation system can include information about an object that is not included in the physical-reasoning system. Is the reverse ever true? Can the physical-reasoning system include variable information that is not included in the object-representation system, creating a double dissociation? What is the time course of priming and of carry-over effects? Furthermore, do these effects have long-term consequences, such as facilitating the identification of variables by infants? If infants are repeatedly induced to include height information in covering events, does it make it easier for them to identify this variable when finally exposed to appropriate observations to do so? -either spontaneously, or as a result of priming or carryover manipulations. To make sense of these findings, we have outlined a new account that posits links between three separate systems: an object-tracking, an objectrepresentation and a physical-reasoning system. (For further research questions derived from this account, see Box 4.) 
